Well done to all of our students for a successful athletics season. Green Faction took out this year’s shield, their first win since 2000. Faction Captains Bailey and Sienne graciously accepted the shield, with Sienne making an excellent speech.

We were very fortunate to have 10 students from the Manjimup High School’s community recreation program join us for the day, where they were able to put into practice much of the knowledge they have gained in their studies. They were an amazing group of workers, who were committed, thoughtful, hard-working and enjoyed mixing with our students. Thank you to all the students and to Mr Rayson for organising this helpful school interaction. These photos provide a feel for the day.

We had a happy crew gather from 7.00am to set up the equipment, shade and bays. Thanks to all the students who made the effort to get out of bed early enough to help.

The teams gathered and made their way to the oval with much cheering and enthusiasm.
The competition was quickly underway, with everyone participating in a sprint, flags, relay and team games.
The toddler Race is always a highlight. 😊
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